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Abstract

Theorem 1.1 Necessaryand sufficient conditionsfor sta-

We have derived stability results for explicit high-order
finite difference approximations of systems of hyperbolic

finite-domain IBVP

initial-boundaryvalueproblems(IBVP). The schemes
are

tion is fulfilled, i.e. there are no eigensolutionsfor the two
quarter-plane problems.

bility (fully discrete[6] or semi-discrete[5],[10]) of the

a generalization of a fourth order schemeby Gustafsson,

is that, the inner scheme must be

Cauchystableon (-c•,

c•), and that the Kreiss condi-

Kreissand Oliger [5]to generalorderof accuracy2 r. The
stability results are obtained using the theory of GustafsFurthermore,in [5] it is shownthat if the conditionsin
son.Kreissand SundstrSm(G-K-S) for the semi-discrete theorem 1.1 are fulfilled, the normal mode analysis leads
IBVP. These results are then generalized to the fully dis-

cretecaseusinga theoryof Kreissand •Vu [7].
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to strong stability.
Here, we will use the method of lines approach,the hyperbolic systemsare discretizedin spacebut the time is left
continuous. The semi-discretesystem is then analyzed and
stability results derived. The stability of the fully discrete

problemfollowsfroma resultof Kreissand •Vu [7]. They

Introduction

In this paper we develop explicit high-order difference
methods for hyperbolic systems and use them in practical computation of the two-dimensional wave equation.
For a hyperbolic system to preserve the spatial accuracy,
a pth-order inner schememust be closedwith at least a

(p- 1)th-orderboundarysche•ne,seeGustafsson[3] and
[4].
When investigating stability of the numerical approximation of the IBVP, we rely on the stability theory analysis based on normal mode analysis, developedfor the fully

discretecaseby Gustafsson,Kreissand SundstrSm(G-K-

S) [6],andforthesemi-discrete
caseby Strikwerda[10]and
Gustafsson,
Kreissand Oliger[5]. The G-K-S theorygives
conditionsthat the inner and boundary schemesmust satisf•vto ensurestability. The followingtheoremstateswhen
hyperbolic systemsare G-K-S stable.
•Department of Scientific Computing Uppsala University Uppsala, Sweden

have shownthat under weak conditions,if specificRungeKutta or multi-step schemesare usedfor ti•ne-integration,
the stability of the fully discreteproblem followsfrom the
stability of the se•ni-discreteproblem.
Explicit difference operators for PDEs have been con-

sidered,for examplein [1], [2], [5] and [9]. In [5] strong
stability for hyperbolic systemsin one dimensionis shown
for the fourth order case. In this paper we generalize the
result to general order of accuracy 2 r. The organization
of the paper is as follows. Section2 presentsthe stability
analysis on the scalar model problem ut = au•:. In section 3 the result is generalized to systems, and in section
4 nmnerical results on the two-dimensional wave equation
are presented.

2

Scalar model equation for IBVP

Consider the problem

(1) a(x,t)
Ot -- a •,a Ox t)

ICOSAHOM'95:
Proceedings
oftheThirdInternational
Con- (2) u(x,O) ----f(x),
ferenceon Spectral and High Order Methods. ¸1996 Houston

Journal
ofMathematics,
University
ofHouston.

(3) u(0,t) = g(t),
4O9

if a < 0.

a•0,

0<x<c•,

-

t>0,

-
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We xvant to solve the above problem by difference approximation. Therefore, we introduce the mesh width
and divide the x-axis into intervals of length h. For
= -r + 1,-r + 2,...,0, 1,... we use the notation

vj(t) = v(xj,t),
We approximate(1) for j difference

xj = j h.

1,2,... by a centeredfinite

scheme of order 2r

ova(t)
= aQvj(t),
ot

(4)

v:(O) = f(x:),
where

This showsthat (D+D_) • has an expansionof the form

(9). Tocompute
thecoefficients
cywenotethat
is differenceoperator and the coefficientsare given by
(-1)t:-i (r!) 2

&• = v(r+v)!(r-v)!'/2 = 1,...,
C•-u -- --Ctu.

2/•

k:O

/2 -- 0,...,

Becausethe operator is 2r + 1 points wide we need extra
boundary conditions at points x-v, /2 = 0, 1,..., r - 1. If
a > 0. we have outflow at x -- 0, and use extrapolation of
order q

(7)

(hz•+)q•,_•(t) = o. /2 = o, 1,...,•-

1.

where the binomial theorem have been used. Thus,

(D+D_)%(O)
=h2v
l •k=O(2•)(--1)ku(xv
Expandingu(x•_k) in Taylor seriesimplies

=

If • < 0. x = 0 is an inflow boundary, and by differenti-

ating the boundaryconditionu(0, t) = #(t) and usingthe

l!

/=o

k=0

(-1)•(/2
- k)l'

differential equation we obtain

(s)

Thecoefficient
cyisthenobtained
forl = 2(/2+j) andthe

02•u(O,t)

ct2• Or2• -- g(2V)(t),/2= 0,1.....

We need

proof if complete.
[]
As boundary conditionsfor the differenceapproximation

in the inflowcasewe approximate(8) for/2 = 0,.... r - 1

Lemma 2.1 We have the following expansionfor smooth

functionsu(x)

by

(lO) •(•+•_)•vo(t)

=

r--u--1
j=0

(9) (D+D_)•u(O)
= u(2•)(0)
+ • cyh2Ju(2•+25)(0),
Foru = 0 thecoefficients
arec?= 6j.o,and(10)isvalid
also for the analytic boundary condition.

whereh D+ = E-I andh D_ = I-E -x. Thecoefficients
are defined as

2.1

Necessary and sufficient conditions for
stability

(2(•,+j))!
= k (-1)k(/2k)2(v+J) A necessarycondition for stability of our semi-discreteapj = 0,1,...,
Proof

/2 = 0,1,....

proximation,definedin (4), (7) and (10), is that the associatedeigenvalueproblemhas no eigenvaluesor generalized eigenvalues.That is, our semi-discreteproblem with
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g = 0, f = 0, has no solutionsof the form

(11)

where the coefficientsare defined recursivelyby

= e"t

4u'-+2/•/2-1,
30 = 1.

wheres arethe eigenvalues.
Substitutioninto (4), (7) and
(10) yieldsthe eigenvalueproblem

Since
(h2D+D_)/2n
j = nJ(•_•)2.
•
, the characteristic
equa-

(12)•:j=a • a•j+/2,
j = 1,2,...,
g=sh,
(13) D•_4_/2= 0, t, = 0,...,r-I,
(14) (D+D_)/2•;o = 0,

t, = 0,...,r-

tion can be written

as

r-1
/2=0

if a>0,
1, ifa < 0,

Let • = 0, n = ei•, -•r _• • _• •r, and note that

ei•

(15)
The characteristic
equationto the differenceequation(12)

(•;_ 1)2/2

then the condition

= (--1)/222/2
(sin
•'2/2

to have a root on the unit circle is

is

(16)

aisin•y•/222(sin•)
2 =O.

/2ml

/2-----0

Scalar product and norm are defined by

The secondfactor is positive for all • except • = 0 for
which it is zero.

(17)

(v,

only if•

Therefore

the condition

can be fulfilled

= 0 or • = 4-•r, i.e, if n = 4-1. To show that

theserootsaresimple,let p(n) = Z;=I o•/2(/•/2
- N-/2). A

j=l

necessarycondition for n = 4-1 to be a multiple root is

First we note that in [5] it is shownthat for su•ciently dp(4-1)/dn = 0, but
large ',5•.Re • > 0, there are no eigenvalues.
Furthermore,
dp(n)
when Re • • •. the n with In[ < 1 convergesto zero.
=
•X•

need

+

/2=1

= 2• c•/2•
= 1.

Lemma 2.2 1) The characteristicequation(16) has ex-

/2=1

actly r roots

= -2 •

•p(-•)

[•j[ < 1 forReg>O,

d•

j = 1,...,r,

/2=1

--- 2• (•+/2)!(•_/2)!
(r!)2 • 0,
and thereare no rootswith ]/'•j]= 1 for Re g > O.
2.) For • = 0 the only roots to the characteristicequation
(16) with absolutevalueone are n = 4-1. Furthermorethey shows that n - 4-1 are simple roots.
3) For g = 0, the solutionsto the characteristicequation
are simple.
$) In a neighborhood
of • = 0 the rootswith [njl < 1 for (16) with absolutevalue one are
Re • > O, and absolutevalue one for g = O, are of the form

• -----1+
<• : 1+•+'•

26•

s

(r!)2

0(,•2),

+O(g2), ira>O,
/f a < O,

n(•'2) = 4-1.
Since,

(1

= 1

+

and

(-1 +e)• = (-1)•(1-ek) + O(62),

Proof

1) The statementfollowsfroma resultin [•].
thecharacteristic
equation
(16)givesforsmall• andnO)=
2) Alsoin !.5]it is shownthat the operatorcanbe factorized 1+e
as

Q = Do
/2=0

g=a•'•ak((l+e)
k--(l+e)
-k)=2ae,•akk+O(e2
k=l

k----1
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By (18) the outflowboundaryconditions
becomes

Consistency
impliesthat •k=• ak k = 1/2, therefore

n(•) = 1+-+O(õ2).

• ck(hD+)qf_•[*•,...,*q]

(hD+)q•-v

With a(2)= -1 + e wehave

(19)

• Ckgu[•k,...,•l]
= O,

k=l

• = 2a•• •(-1)•+•k+o½
2)

v = 0,1,...,r-I,

k=l

= 2ae

r
where
•-]•=•

(•+k)!(r-k)!
+

)

with
g•[•]=

(r!)•- ispositiveß
Thus,

ß,

•(2) = -1 +

2ak=l

+ O(•2).
(•+•)!(•_•)!

l>k.

• c•(h2D+D-)•fj[•k,
....nz]

(h2D+D_)•o

[]

• Ckgu[•k,
...,N'I]= O,

By Lemma1.2, thereare r rootsn•, •, = 1,...,r, with

k----1

I•! < 1 for Re • > 0. The general
solution
of (12)with
l[•ll• < •: canbe written in the form

g3 : c•f3[ni]
4-o2fj[n2.a•]-i-...
+crfj[n•,...,n•],

(lS)

• •= •..

,

The inflow boundary conditionsbecomes

By selectingthe rootssatisfyingInl < 1 for Re J > 0, the
third statement follows and the lemma is complete.

t½l --t• k

v = 0,1,...,r-I,

(20)

where
(n-l) 2•

i • k, j = 1,2,....

where
ß•

fj[•t..... •] = f•[•......
•-•]-L[•,-•
.....
•u], l > k.
t• l --t• k

tqI--t• k

'

Thesystems
ofboundary
conditions
(19)and(20)wewrite
as

If for instance• = •2 = • is a doubleroot,thenfj [•2, •]
becomesj•'-• If• =•2 =•3:•is
a triple root then

c2

D

fj[•3.•2.s•]willbecome
j(j- 1)•j-2. If • -- •2 .....

•z = a is a root with multiplicity1, then fj[•z,...,•]
becomes(J-U-•))•
•! •-(z-•) ' and the solution(18) to the
eigenvalue
problemin this casecanthen be written as

.

=0,

Cr

whereD is the (r x r)-matrix

• = (h+&j+...+hf-•)n
•+ • •f•[n•,...,n•+•].
u=l+l

Thereforeby usingthe form (18) we cantreat simpleroots
and multiple roots simultaneouslyß
To be able to expressthe boundary conditionsin terms
of • we need the followingrelationsfor the differenceoperators D+ and D_

(•D+)•,•

and

:

(•D+)•-•(• •+• - •)

= (•D+)•-2•(•.....

(h2D+D_)•

ß :

•(•-

1)2

,½• , a < 0,

•[•]

(•_•)•

=

(•-•)•

•-• ,

1)q,

h2uF) u F)u•-j :

_-- nJ-v(n-- 1)2v.

h2v/92v•cJ-v

ß,

a>0,

tql --tq k

Thebeableto calculate
thedeterminant
of D weuse
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Lemma 2.3 D can befactorized as

D

Proof

- D

r>l,

with

B•, =

D

0

t}• '

1

-1
1

C• =

go
[•x]

h-.•,0 ) '

o

ß

(go[•x]
go[•2]
...go[•,-]
ß

g•-•[•]

o

g•-z[•=] ...

g•-z[•]

HereB•C• and1• areof size(r x r), P• is of size
((v + 1) x (• + 1)), • is of size(• x •), andI•denotes
the identitymatrix of size(• x •).

go[•x]
...go[•-2,
ßß,
•1go[•,
ßß,
•2]
ß

g•-•[•]

...

g•-x[•-2,...,•x]

g,--,[•,--z..... •1

By repeatingthis proceduregivesthe factorization. []
The factorizationof D makesit easyto calculatethe de-

414
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First we note that

detBj = 1,

j -

1,...,r-I,

detCj= I-Ik=l
J (nr-3+k
ß -- n•)-l,

j = 1,...,r-1.

detD= H
r_>j >i_> l

/•i--/•jkl-ll(/•k
__
1)q.
/qi/qj

Finally,

Therefore,
r--1

r--1

II dctC• =

3----1

=

j

H H (•r-•+•-•)

3----1k----1

-•

(/{r--/{1)--1(/{r_1--/{1)--1

(Nr--N2)--I...(N3--N2)--I...(Nr--Nr_l)--1
:

II

In the inflow case we have

(•_•)-1

= (_1)«(•-•>•

the outflow problemß

H

(•,_•j)-i

r_>j>i>_l

= (-1) «{•-•)• H

(•i-•]) -1

r_>j >i_> l

Nowit onlyremains
to calculate
thedeterminant
of/•.
In the outflowcasewehavewith •/j = (Ks - 1)q

Since this also is a Vandermonde matrix we immediately

--1)2
get with xi = (n•_r
•+1

: =
detD
=

)
H .((• •_•)2 (• •_•)•.

r_>j>i_> l

H

(•-•)(•-•)

r > 1.

Thus,

detD=

H(1-I),c>1

r_•j>i_•
l
•
1,

r:

1,

whichonlycanbe zeroif nit•j = 1, i • j, 1 _<i, j _<r, r >
1. By Lemma 1.2 this is not possiblefor Re • > 0, and
ß, ß

there are no eigenvalueto the inflow problem.
We have proved

where
the•) isa Vandermonde
matrix.Let
XO

:El

ßßß

Lemma 2.4 There are no eigenvalues• with Re • > 0 to

the eigenvalue
problem(12) with outflow(13) or inflow
(14) boundaryconditions.

Xn

Finally, we haveto showthat there are no generalized
eigenvalues
when Re • goesto zero. We have
Lemma 2.5 There is constant 5 > 0 such that, on any

thenthedeterminant
of V is •n•j>i•o(Xj -xi). With compactset I•l <- c, Re •-> O, the rootsnl, ..., n• of the
• = r - I and xi = 1/ni+•,i = 0,...,r - 1 we have
characteristicequation(16) satisfythe inequalities

•t• -_

H (nj.•
•

r-l•j>i•0

•)=

n•+x

H (••

r•j>i•l

I•j - II >_5, j = 1,... ,r /fa > 0,

ll----•M•t• 3 I >a
i•j,
....

I <i,j <rifa<O.
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Proof

The roots are continuousfunctionsof •. Therefore, the
inequalitiescan only be violated if for some•, Re • _>0

nj = 1 whena>0or

ninj =l,

0 - 0, and thereforethe errorof
We note that for • -- 0, cr
the analytic boundary condition e0 = 0.
For a > 0,

i•jwhena<0.

(•D+)•e_,(t)

The first statement of Lemma 1.2 tells us that this can-

= (•D+)%(•_,,t) - (•D+)•_,(t)

not happen for Re • > O.

Let a > 0 and nj = l, then from (16) • = 0. However,

the third statementof Lemma1.2 tellsusthat nj = -1
and we have a contradiction.

=

(•D+)•(•_,t)

--

hqø•(•-•'•)
Oxq + o(hq+•)= o(hq),
v = 0,1,...,r-1.

Let a < 0 and •inj = 1, i • j, then (16) implies

,• _

•(•

- • )=

•(•

-• )

Therefore,from the strongstability and sincethe forcing

is of orderO(h2•+ hq),wehavethe following
estimatefor
the error

II¾t)11•
= co•st (11A2•F(•)IIZ+IO(h2•)12)d•
= O(h4•),
Thus.• = 0 andwe havea contradiction
sincen•nj • 1
accordingto statement two and three of Lemma 1.2. This
proves the lemma.
2.2

The

main

3

results

We now have the main

if q • 2r.

•

Systems

Consider the system

result

Theorem 2.1 The approximation
definedin (•), (7) and
(10) is stronglystableand the error of the solutionis of
orderh2•' if q _>2r.

(21)

ut = Au•.

with initial

--

t>O,
_

conditions

(22)

Proof

O<x<•c.

u(•, 0) = f(x).

FromI5] it followsthat the approximation
is stronglysta- Approximateby a finite differenceapproximationof order
ble sinceit has no eigenvaluesor generalizedeigenvalues 2r
dv,•(t)
and the operatoris semi-bounded
for the Cauchyproblem.
at = Qvj(t), j = 1,2,...,
Therefore it remains only to validate that the error of the
(23)

solution
is h2r. Let u be a smoothfunctionanddenoteby
ej(t) = u(xj.t) - vj(t) the error,thenwehave

w(O) = fj,

•%(t)= aQej(t)
+ h2rFj(t),j = 1,2,
dt

ej(O) = 0,

Q=A•

' ß' •

j = 1,2,...

For the boundary conditionswe have, if a < 0

.

SinceA can be diagonalized,
we can assumeA havingdiagonal form with

A=
h•-"(a•"(D+D_)"•(0,t)- o•"

j = 1,2,...,

where

( AzA•• ) , A'> 0,Az'< 0.

The boundary conditionscan be written as

(24)

•"(0, t) = s•(0, t) + g(t).

Differentiation
of the boundaryconditions(24) and the
differentialequation(21) giveus

o•"(o,t)
(2s)

o•(0,t) (A•
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As boundary conditionsfor the in-going characteristicvari-

and for the outflow part

able we approximate(25) for/2 = r - 1,..., 0 by

(•D+)•eL•(t) =

(26)

=

where

(•D+)•d(•_•,t)-

(•D+)%,œ•(t)

(•D+)•(•_•,t)

__
-- hqOqu•(x_•
Oxq,t) q-O(hq+l)

r--•,--1

Q• = (z•+z•_)
•- •

95

cy•v Q•+•.

:

j=l

O(hq), /2 = O,1,...,r

- 1.

The reasonto defineQ• this way is that Q•u(O) will be

Thisshows
that theforcingisof orderO(h2")+ O(hq)and
an approximation
of u(2•)(0)of orderh2r-2•. Thisis ex- the desiredestimate followsfrom the strong stability of the
actly what we need for the boundary conditionsto be of

approximation.

[]

orderh2r. For the outgoingcharacteristic
variablewe use
extrapolation conditions

(27)

4

Numerical

results

D•_,,L•(t)= 0, /2= 0,1,..., r - 1.
Consider the two-dimensional wave equations

We have the following result

Theorem 3.1 The approximationdefinedby (25), (26)
and (27) is stronglystable and the error of the solutionis
qf order 2r if q _>2r.

O_<xx_<l,

Ut -- AlUz• +A2ux2,
(28)

O<xo<l,

t>_O.

whereu = (p u v)T and

Proof

00-1)

A2 0
0
0
.
Ax =
-1
0
0
The t'I approximation
is decoupled
fromvTMandisalready
0
0
0
-1
0
0
discussed
and stronglystable.\Ve cannowthink of v•ras
a givenfunctionandwritetheboundary
conditions
forvH The componentsof u are pressureand the velocity in the
as

x• and x2 direction. With the boundary conditions

p(x•,O,t) = p(xt,l,t)
/2 ---- 0,...,r--1.

p(O,x2,t) = p(1,x2,t)= 0, t _>0,

and initial

conditions

Nowwe canthink of the approximations
of vH asconsist-

p(x•,x2,0) = sin(•x•)sin(•2x2),

ing of scalar equations which we already have discussed.
By theorem 1.1 they are strongly stable.
(30)

u(xx, x2,0) = 0,

Let u be a smooth solution. Denote by, ej(t) =
u(zb. t) - v•(t), the error, and we obtainthe system
dcd(t)

at = Qej(t)+ h2*Fj, j = 1,2,...,

ej(0) = 0,

=

(29)

v(x•,•:2,0) = 0,
where cv•:
solution

ran' and •2 - nn', ra, n - 1, 2,...,

the exact

is

p(x•,x2,t) = sin(•lX•)sin(•2x2)cos(v•t),

j = 1,2,....

For the inflow part of the boundary conditionswe have

u(x•,x2,t)
= -•

cos(•x•)sin(•2x2)
sin(v•t),

v(x• x2 t) = -?-•- sin(•x•) c0s(•2x2)sin(v•t),
(31)
= h2•(Q•un(O,t)-S•Q•uz(O,t)-(AZZ)-2•g(2•)(t))

whereA = •2 + co•. Let h• andh2bemeshwidthsin the
x•- and x2-directions, and divide the axis into intervals of

length h• and h2 respectively.For i = -r + 1,..., N• +
r-landj
= -r+l,...,N•
2+r-lweusethenotation

u/h,j(t)
-- uh(xli,X2j,t),x•i -- ihl, x2j = j h2,
=

O(h2"), /2 = O,...,r-1,

h•Nx• = h2,¾z2= 1.

High-Order Finite DifferenceMethods
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We approximate (28) by a centereddifferenceapproximation of order

2r

h

dui.J
dt

= (A1Q•,i+ A')Qz2)
u'•'
i - 1.ß . . , Nx•- 1,
•../,

i

j = 1.... ,.\•21,

0.5
-.

(32)

whereu.•.
r and
,.• = (p/' u/' •,h)i.j

Qx.= h17
• o,EY
=

3,=

o41!

1,2,

=

• '½' *', ½' "'-:.'1t'

-1

1

To get extra boundary conditionsfor the numericalscheme

'. '•..'
::;.:.

..

we differentiatethe boundaryconditions(29) with respect
to tilne and use the differential equation (28) to obtain

{33)

02•p('j"r2't)
1"i't)= O. j = O.1.
o.,.•,' /'J2"p(x
o.d"

We approximate (33) for v = 0..... r-

1 with

I D_.,-,D_ •'2)2,,pt.,.
'-.• = 0. j : 0._•,.- i = 1..... _\-• -1.
-

o

o

Figure 1' Pressurecomponentof numerical solution of the
two-dimensional wave equation at t = 0.5. ,.'• =

4.1

•34)

Convergence rate of high-order methods

where D_.,._aud D_ ,._are the usualforwardand backward
To analyze the convergencerate of the numerical solution
we make a grid refinement study on the twoboundaryconditions
for u.• and at x2 = 0.1 for v•. These
dimensional
wave equation. The Logm of the L2 error.
couditionsare obtained by extrapolation of the locally outLogm(llu
u•ll2),
is computed
at a fixedtimet = T. and
going characteristicvariables. Thus. for •, = 0..... r- 1
the convergencerate between two grid densities are plotwe have
differences in the the -,-direction.

At a'l = 0.1 we need

ted.

(h•D..,.•)2,.(ph
_ uh)_.j=
(hlD_,.t)2,.(ph
+ uh).x_.q
+v.d= 0.j = 1.... ,-Vz2
-

(35)

(h2D.....)2,-(ph__uh)i._. __
-

(h2D_.•.
2)2r(ph
+ Vh)i.X,.2+•,
= 0. i = 1.... ,A%•-- 1.
We now use the numericalboundary conditions(34) and
(35) to modi•' the operator close to the boundary. The
reason why we solve the differential equation only at interior points. i = 1..... .\• - 1, j = 1,...._'\•., - 1, is
that it simplifies the implementation, and since p = 0 at
the boundary. we will have u = 0 at x2 = 0, 1 and v = 0

at x• = 0.1. Furthermore.u•.
,.j at i

= 0,'¾x•andu/h.j
at

For the second-

and fourth-order

scheme

a fourth-

order Runge-Kutta schemewas used for time-integration.
and for the sixth-order schemea sixth-order Runge-Kutta.
The time step was chosensuch that the error of the timediscretization was smaller than the error of the spacediscretization. The convergencerate was computed as

Ilu- uh' 112

hi

q-- logm(llu_
u•=l12)/løgm(•)
ß
The results are shown in table 4.1.

The results in table 4.1 agreeswell with the theory of

Gustafsson
[3] and [4] whichpredictsthat boundaryconditions of order p - 1 must be imposed to retain pth-order
global accuracy. Since all boundary conditions considered
here are of order 2r- 1 we get global accuracyof order 2r.

j = 0. _\:•_.aregiven bv the extrapolationconditions(35)
with

v = 0.

Figure 1 showsthe pressurecomponentof the nmnerical
solutionobtainedusingthe sixth-orderscheme,(32), (34)
and (35) with r= 3.

4.2

Efficiency of high-order methods

The efficiencyof high-order methods compared with sec-

ondordermethodshasbeenstudiedin [8] and [11]. The
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Second-order

Grid

Log(L2)

Fourth-order

q

Log(L2)

95

Sixth-order

q

-2.708

Log(L2)

q

21

-1.176

-4.262

41

-1.753

1.92

-3.956

4.14

-6.622

7.83

81

-2.344

1.96

-5.177

4.06

-8.149

5.07

Second-order

Table 1: Grid convergenceof schemeson two-dimensional
wave equation with ";• = ";2 = 2•r, T = 1.

conclusionis that the high-order methods are more efficient
than low-order ones for hyperbolic problems with smooth
solutions, except when very low accuracy in the solution is
needed.

As a test of the efficiencyof the fourth- and sixth-order
methodscomparedxvith the second-ordermethod, we compute the numerical solution and compare it with the exact solution of the two-dimensional wave equation. This
is done at a fixed time, t = 0.5, on successivelyrefined

Fourt h-order

Sixt h-order

Tcpu tlu--uh
[[u--uh
1[• TcpuIlU-U•][2
[lUll2
IlUll2][2 Tcpu
9

5.88

10 -2

0.03

3.46

10 -3

0.09

5.01. 10 -4

0.32

17

1.63

10 -2

0.14

2.43

10 -4

0.57

2.47- 10 -6

2.0

33

4.10

10 -3

0.90

1.50 10 -•

3.8

6.62. 10 -8

15

65

1.02

10 -3

6.7

8.95

10 -7

29

9.59. 10 -•ø

115

129

2.56

10 -4

52

5.36

10 -8

228

1.22. 10 -•

911

257

6.40

10 -s

415

3.26

10 -•

1822

1.52.10 -•3

7268

513

1.60

10 -5

3305

Table

2: Relative

error and consumed

CPU

time.

grids. with :V• = 3,•2 = N, and for differentfrequencies
-;• = -;2 = -;. On each grid we compute the relative error,

Ilu- uh!12/llul[2,and
measure
the consumed
CPU time
Tcp•,.For the second-order
and the fourth-orderschemes
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta schemewith four stageswas
used to integrate in time. For the sixth-order scheme a
sixth-order Runge-Kutta with seven stageswas used. For
all Runge-Kutta schemesthe time step was chosensuch
that

the error in the time-discretization

Second-order

was of the same

order as the error of the space-discretizationand as close
to the stability limit as possible. All computations was
done on a SUN Spark-Station 10 equippedwith a 40 MHz
processorand without external cache. The resultsare pre-

Fourth-order

Sixth-order

[Iu-uh
[12TcpuI[u-uh
u-ua
112Zcpu
1111112
IlUl[2 [[2 Tcpu [I
1111112
9

5.03

10 -•

0.03

1.01 10 -•

0.10

2.59. 10 -2

0.33

17

1.15

10 -•

0.14

7.75 10 -3

0.57

4.50. 10 -4

2.0

33

2.72

10 -2

0.90

4.44

10 -4

3.8

7.38. 10 -6

15

65

6.74

10 -3

6.7

2.52

10 -s

29

8.66. 10 -s

115

129

1.70

10-•

52

1.48 10 -•

228

9.95. 10 -m

913

257

4.29

10 -4

415

8.96

1818

1.19.10 -•

7277

513

1.08

10 -4

3312

sented below.

Table 4.2-4.2 shows clearly the high efficiency of the
fourth- and sixth-order methods compared with the
second-orderone, this is true in particular for high frequenciesand high accuracy requirements in the solution.
If we want to compute the solution of the problem with
"; = 4•r, with a relative error of 0.001, the second-order
method would need approximately 0.9 CPU hours while
the fourth-order

method

and the sixth-order

10 -8

would need less than 29 seconds

one less than

15 seconds.

For lower

frequenciesand lower accuracy requirementsin the solution the gain is not that big. In table 4.2 a relative error
of 0.01 xvouldrequire approximately 0.5 secondCPU time
for the second-order method, 0.1 second for the fourthorder method and less than 0.3 seconds for the sixth-order

Table 3: Relative error and consumed CPU time, "; = 2 :r

High-Order Finite DifferenceMethods

Second-order

419
one. Thus, it is only for a relative error of the order 0.1 and
low frequenciesthat the second-ordermethod can compete
with the high-orderones. Testswith a three-stagesecondorder Runge-Kutta in combination with the second-order
schemein spacewas also made. However, the combination
second-orderin space and fourth-order in time turned out

Sixth-order

Fourt h-order

Ilu--uhl12
Tcpu Ilu-uhl12
Tcpu u-u•112T•pu
10ø

0.03

9.50

10 -1

0.10

1.66.10 ø

0.33

17

7.84 10 -1

0.14

1.69

10 -1

0.58

4.63- 10 -2

2.0

33

2.67 10 -1

0.91

1.09 10 -2

3.9

4.40.10 -4

15

65

6.10

10 -2

6.8

6.55

10 -4

29

2.73.10 -6

116

129

1.45 10 -2

52

4.03

10 -5

229

5.05- 10 -s

913

257

3.59

10 -3

416

2.51

10 -6

1817

8.86.10 -lø

7274

513

8.95 10 -4

3314

9

1.29

to be more efficient.
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